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SOAL HARUS DIKEMBALIKAN
I. Determine the names and functions of the phrases and clause below:

A. 1  .Flying kites   makes the boys forget their homeworks  2.which they should submit 

soon.

B. Hearing her mother 3.crying loudly, the girl 4.in red ran 5.across the uncultivated garden.

C. Before  7.leaving the meeting, the manager asked his  8.charming secretary to keep 

9.smiling sweetly to the customers 10.visiting his interesting shop.

D. The 11.hanging pictures need 12.cleaning carefully. 

E. 13  .Waving leaves at night   often make young children think 14.that they are ghosts.

F. 15.  When the seminar will be held   has not been determined by the 16.smiling dean.

G. The 17.waving flags 18.over the hotel show that many 19.developing countries join the

H. 20.  Where I will work   depends on 21.how I treat my poor friends.

I. 22.  Invited  to  join  the  International  meeting  ,  the  smiling  girl  23.wearing  a  boy hat 

24.beside the boy looks 25.very happy. 

II. Complete the following sentences with your own words or phrases.
1. Never…………….. I play truant when I was a High School Student.
2. The girl enjoys……………..cards during the holiday.
3. The teacher let the new student ……………..herself to her friends.
4. …………….by the policemen, the thief jumped into the river.
5. What I bought……………..is a new thing for...............joins my class at the first 

time.
6. How I will treat the patients…………….not important for………….I love.
7. He does all the house-works from…………….to…………….

III. Write a sentence for each of the following cases!
1. Gerund as an object of preposition.
2. Present participle as modifier of the subject of a sentence.
3. Gerund as the object of sentence.
4. Inverted construction caused by the used of negative expression in the beginning of 

a sentence.
5. Inverted construction caused by the omission of If in the Conditional Clauses.
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